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Education sector is pretty wide as it includes assorted jobs like administration head, supervisor,
head of department, counselor, principal, sports coach, lecturer, primary school teacher, high school
teacher etc. Amongst all these; jobs in teaching are dominant in this sector.

Since the demand is high in the teaching field, competition is also tough. Individuals seeking growth
in teaching field must acquire proper professional training in order to meet the challenges.

Teaching is a profession with lot of responsibilities. A teacher has to play multiple roles to fulfill tasks
related to academics. Also, a teacher has to perform duties as a manager and as an administrator;
playing pro-active role in every sphere. Duties in academics vary from preparing a syllabus or
curriculum to drafting class assignments and tests. Such is the bandwidth of this profession, which a
teacher needs to handle.

To perform duties well and in order to excel in this field, proper teachers training course is must for
all candidates. A teaching diploma provides confidence to the budding teachers and trains them to
become exemplary in this field.

Several institutes provide course that tutors them to imbibe skills of classroom management. Along
with that, enlightens them about certain teaching tools which are highly beneficial. All this and more
is done to expose trainees to the challenges in the field of teaching.

Requisites for entering teaching profession

Bachelor in education (B.Ed) from reputed b.ed colleges is must for anyone looking forward to join
as secondary and senior secondary teachers. Along with that they must have a post graduate
degree in the subject. Teachers who have B.Ed. degree after graduation fall under the category of
Trained Graduate Teachers.

Some universities offer correspondence courses for teacher training. Those who want to educate
special children can take up training in separate institutes. At higher level in colleges, those are
preferred to take up teachings who are actively engaged in research work. Generally, candidate with
previous teaching experience are preferred. 

The basic eligibility for job in teaching is preferably 12th class pass with at least 50% marks
aggregate.  Those who want to join as primary school teacher can take training from vocational
training centers. Though b.ed education is must but along with personal skills and aptitude also play
vital role.

Quality in teaching depends upon quality in training. A proper training course can train you in
teaching, so that you become a teacher that you desire to be one.
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The Knowledge Tree Academy which conducts a  teachers training course for those who are
looking for a teaching jobs.  Its various courses include secondary school teaching, primary teacher
training course, IT teacher training school management course and a business management course.
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New Delhi 110058 
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